28 December 2021
Ms Yvonne Parker
Programme Officer,
Holmfirth Footpath 60 Stopping Up and Diversion Inquiry
National Casework Unit
Department for Transport
Mrs Claire Moody
Casework Manager
National Casework Unit
Department for Transport
Dear Ms Parker and Mrs Moody
Section 247 Town and Country Planning Act 1990 – Holmfirth Footpath 60, Wolfstone Heights and
Wolfstone Heights Farm, off Wolfstones Road, Upperthong, HD9 3UU
Your ref: Ref: NATTRAN/Y&H/S247/4337 and DPI/Z4718/21/6 - Public Inquiry 24-27 August 2021
By email only to:
Yvonne.parker@programmeofficers.co.uk
Claire.moody@dft.gov.uk
nationalcasework@dft.gov.uk
I am writing because I have been made aware of references by the Council’s representatives that there is
a claim that the Order Plan associated with the application is incorrect. I would be grateful if you would
please pass this letter to the Inspector. I recall very clearly during what I thought was quite vigorous
cross-examination of me during my time ‘on the stand’, as well as questions from the Inspector himself.
That part of the path to be stopped up as drawn on the OS Plan is on the northernmost side of that old
driveway. It is not in the ‘middle’ of the driveway, as has been proposed. I was (or felt that I was) very
clear that any perceived distortion is down to one thing only: “scale”. I used that one single word in
explanation.
I did not at any time, to the very best of my memory, use language such as: ‘I’ll just draw another’. I would
not be so flippant in a Public Inquiry or for that matter any other setting. That is completely
misrepresenting my position. I have practiced as a Chartered Registered Architect for over 50 years. I am
not in the habit of lying or misrepresenting, particularly to a person of the standing of a Secretary of Stateappointed Inspector. Perhaps this allegation may go to the strength of the Council’s case, but I stop
myself there. I think that this is nothing more than mischief-making on the part of the Council and I am not
sure of the extent to which I should indulge here. Nevertheless, there are several points that I would wish
to point out. Please may I remind the Inspector, in the politest way possible, that I have a knowledge of
this overall site going right back to 1995 in some way or another.
The first, is that where an OS Map is concerned and as I alluded to in the Inquiry, there can be up to a
1.1-metre margin of error. Indeed, the HM Land Registry itself acknowledges that there can only be a
99% confidence in absolute accuracy to 0.9m in the case of a 1:1250 plan, which of course the Order
Plan is, as is required by the DfT. Any line can therefore be around 1m out and where boundary lines are
concerned on an OS Plan there is still at very least a 0.3-metre margin of error tolerance in any case
whatsoever.
There are several problems here, which if lines are pulled even tighter together, then it is not possible to
include the chevroned black diagonal lines (they are particularly difficult on such a thin line representing
only 1.2m on a plan of this scale) which is required by the DfT to identify the part of the footpath route to
be stopped up, as required by the DfT in their requirements for making such an order plan.
I do have a problem with OS Maps generally in this respect, but in this case, considering what I have
seen, I do have some things to identify. First, the part of the footpath to be stopped up is indeed to the
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very best of my understanding on the northernmost side and is certainly not ‘flush’ with the dwelling
known as Wolfstone Heights. That is wrong because it does not take account of the actual building line
and the historic raised plant beds on the Wolfstone Heights Farm side where it meets the Wolfstone
Heights building land. There has always been an historic retaining wall planter butting up to the southern
gable end of the Wolfstone Heights house building and further eastwards, this was slightly wider.
Enclosed are three photos which clearly show the historic and still existing retaining planters, whose
width used to vary on the northernmost side of the footpath. However, it can be seen from the photos that
it would and is in this respect impossible for the part of the footpath to be stopped up to be ‘flush’. It would
or would never have met the southernmost gable end of the Wolfstone Heights building, only the raised
planter.
Large conifers used to exist behind the old stone outbuilding to the eastern side of Wolfstone Heights,
which is the building that was demolished to make way for the new garages that are now mostly
constructed, etc.
The building line on the OS Plan at this scale, as it drops down the driveway from Point “B” on the Draft
Order Plan towards Point “A”, does not seem to take this historic line of raised beds into account and
hence why there is a slight gap between what looks like the old building line and the historic planters on
the current Order Plan.
Photo 1 shows part of the historic retained planter, with a recess for the bins for Wolfstone Heights on the
gable end of the extension, though the original old driveway (i.e., on that side the footpath) remains in
place. This shows a clear gap between the existing footpath and the gable end rear of the new/extension
buildings. Photo 2 and Photo 3 show further examples of the historic and retained planters. The
Inspector, or in fact anyone, could quite easily ascertain this themselves simply by walking the route.
One would also note that when standing at Point “B” and looking downwards towards Point “A” (I don’t
know why the DfT changed these points around), there is a very slight and gentle bend or arc to the
footpath. This is again imperceptible from the OS Map Order Plan at this scale. There is nothing that can
be done to the Order Plan to demonstrate such a nuance.
Incidentally, I thought that I would mention that I also enclose an Extract (Image Extract 1) of an old
landscaping plan from 2011, which shows a perspective looking from what we now know as Point “B”
eastwards down the footpath/driveway. Interestingly, this shows the historic planting on the northernmost
side (left side on that image), including the larger conifer trees that I refer to further down. Perhaps even
more interestingly in this whole matter is the clear reference: “Public footpath this side” on the said
extract. Although this particular plan was not implemented, this is an example of where that was the case
and clearly accepted by the Council in 2011.
Dealing with what is immediately in front of us, going back to the allegation that the footpath on the Draft
Order Plan, drawn by me and appropriately modified for DfT purposes by the DfT, is not in the right place,
I have already explained the difficulties in scaling and making the plan (an OS Plan) DfT-compatible at
this scale. Incidentally, this plan is an advancement of an original plan drawn by Kirklees Council
following an earlier iteration of a s.257 TCPA application. Nevertheless, I have therefore tried again to
move this diagonal chevroned and outlined representation of the part of the footpath to be stopped up
slightly further northwards, but please could I ask you to note that this is to the naked eye almost no
different. We are dealing with the smallest fractions of less than 0.5mm on the OS Plan. However, this
does not in my view show a sufficient small gap between the historic and new buildings and the historic
raised planters.
The length of footpath to be stopped up between points A and B as shown on this enclosed plan, which is
to be stopped up by way of the Order is 4 feet (1200mm) wide measured at all points along
perpendicularly outwards from the north boundary wall of the raised planters (which now in part
encompasses the bin store area) of the access track towards the south. The southern boundary building
line of the Wolfstone Heights building land thus located has no physical demarcation visible on this plan
at this scale, as does the southern side of footpath.
It is again, apart from nearer the westernmost end at (point “B) where the historic planter chamfers
inwards/northwards slightly (which is again the very best that can be done at this scale), imperceptible on
this that there is a gap between the old building line and the footpath, such that the historic raised bed
area and now in part bin-storage areas, etc.) cannot be seen. Again, I refer the Inspector to the above
scale considerations and margins of error in such scales on OS Plans, which are indisputable. More
basically, one can also observe on parts of the part of the path to be stopped up that the building lines are
not linear, which is why it may come across as narrower in some parts compared to others. Again,
anyone could walk the route and see this.
Despite my misgivings, I have enclosed this updated plan for consideration. I personally see no need to
replace the present plan for reasons explained (i.e., ‘scale’ realities), but my own view is that either plan
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will suffice, because the scale tolerances address any queries in both cases. They are simply a reality
that we can do nothing about.
Should the Inspector wish to use this latest plan enclosed (and please be assured that it is the very best
that I or anyone in these offices can achieve; and we do have some very experienced practitioners at
these offices), then the imperceptible gap between the building line and the raised planters is not visible
in my view. Again, that is simply down to scale, as I said clearly in cross-examination and questioning by
the Inspector at the Inquiry. I hope incidentally that the DfT will not mind that I have modified their Order
Plan (following its modification of mine with the application).
I would very politely submit that all parties must be realistic in this respect - we are again dealing with the
lower end of fractions of less than 0.5mm. We really cannot do any more than this at this scale on a
1:1250 OS Plan. The only way of establishing greater accuracy would be a higher scale topographical
plan, which I understand is not warranted or required for the DfT’s purposes.
Nevertheless, I accept that the enclosed plan is unequivocally on the northernmost side, but the smaller
historic ‘planter gap’ line (my language), where the planters remain and the bin store area etc. now sits,
cannot be seen overall. I have for completeness enclosed Image 2, which is a very ‘zoomed-in’ version to
show the intended width at 1.2m width on a snippet of the footpath. I am aware that we cannot remove
the chevroned lines because I have always worked on the basis that these are legally important to the
process so that the public is able to distinguish what is being stopped up and what is being diverted
according to the DfT-imposed key.
My own view again is that given scale considerations and realities, I really do not see any need for this,
but I shall be guided by the Inspector here. Either plan is fine because scale tolerances must be
accepted.
I therefore encourage the Inspector, and all concerned to consider and accept the realities of this
position. I am surprised that this has been raised given scales on OS Plans, which surely all concerned
will have known about and appreciated. I did identify this in one word (“scale”) during cross-examination
in the Inquiry, but do not recall further cross-examination on that point.
Nevertheless, I hope that I have sufficiently explained and indulged accordingly and appropriately. Please
be assured that I do not wish to cut across the process in any way. I can, should any party including the
Inspector so wish re-draft this letter as a Supplementary Proof of Evidence, so that I may be questioned
again on this point when the Inquiry re-convenes. In the alternative this could be introduced as an
additional Exhibit in my Proof of Evidence, but perhaps a Supplementary Proof may be easier.
This is no problem either way to me and I am more than happy to assist. Please do call me back to the
Inquiry to be questioned if need be.
Nevertheless, I hope that my explanation on my organisation’s headed paper and the enclosed plan and
photos are now sufficient for the Inspector and the Inquiry’s purposes. I don’t think that I can realistically
provide any further information, but I am of course happy to be re-examined on this.
Yours sincerely

Russell Earnshaw Dipl Arch MCSD ARB RIBA
Director
ADP Architecture and Design Ltd.
Enclosures:
Drawing: ADP13072D-200-P11-28Dec21 - Footpath Diversion Plan
Photograph: 1 Bin store recess and Wolfstones Heights gable etc.
Photograph: 2 Historic raised planter recess etc
Photograph: 3 Historic raised planter recess adjacent to footpath etc
Image Extract: 1 Historic landscape proposals etc
Image: 2 “Zoomed-In” image from 1:1250 diversion plan showing width of footpath
Copies. (by email only):
Noel Scanlon, NSCL: noel.scanlon@nsconsult.co.uk
Richard Butterfield, Applicant and Landowner: richard.butterfield@principleglobal.com

1 pdf
1 pdf
1 pdf
1 pdf
1 pdf
1 pdf

Image Extract 1: ADP Plan Extract showing potential landscape proposals for an alternative scheme
in 2011
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note: The length of PROW between points A
and B as shown on this plan, which is to be
stopped up by way of the Order is 4 feet
(approx 1200mm) wide measured at all points
along perpendicularly outwards from the north
boundary wall of the access track towards the
south. The southery boundary thus located has
no physical demarcation.

Footpath Holmfirth 60

Diversion Plan 13072-200-P11-28Dec21

Image 2: ‘Zoomed-In’ Enlarged Image showing width of Footpath on Scale Plan to 1200mm

Photo 1: Bin Store recess around Wolfstone Heights gable-end extension and looking from east to
west up to Point “B” on the Draft Order Plan showing the historic planter recess.
Photo taken on 20 December 2021

Photo 2: Historic raised planter recess on building line of part of land at Wolfstone Heights taken from
ground level. Photo taken 20 December 2021.

Photo 3: Historic raised planter recess adjacent to Footpath taken from western end of Footpath 60
from ground level showing its relationship to the south/southwestern corner gable-end of the
Wolfstone Heights building. Photo taken 20 December 2021.

